
S.G. CICULAR NO. 7/57
Re- Organisation Of The Card System

It is recognised that the routines laid down in Departmental Regulations, Appendices VII, VIII &
IX, detail the best methods of carrying out the tasks to which they refer, and that the use of
"rigid" cards ensures that men who are new to these routines quickly become familiar with them.
The protracted area use of "rigid" cards, however, wasted time, and the writing of comments on
the cards is of doubtful value because the cards are retained by a supervising officer and not by
the man to whose work the comments refer.

2. With efffect from 1st. October 1957, the following procedure will be observed in regard
to the issue and use of cards in the Cadastral Division . Where this procedure differs
from that laid down in Departmental Regulations it will be taken to supersede
Departmental Regulations.

(i) Office Cards

(a) "Rigid" cards will be used by all officers, of whatever length of
service,who are learning a new routine.

(b) When an officer is thoroughly familiar with a routine – i.e. when he
can carry out normal computations, or produce a simple field tracing
or plans, or can carry out the checking of computations, field tracings
or plans, without having to seek guidance from his supervisor, he will
cease to use "rigid" cards and will work on "general", or "abridged",
cards.

(c) When an officer’s progress on "general" cards for a particular routine
proves to the satisfaction of the Office Deputy that he can consistently
carry out his particular task, however complicated it may be, with
speed and reliability and to a good standard of workmanship, the
Office Deputy will permit the officer to continue his particular tasks
without cards at all.

(d) The concession of working on "general" card, or of working without
cards, may be withdraw, should an officer’s work deteriorate to such
an extent as to warrant his re-classification. The procedure in such
cases will be supervising officer will make a careful investigation into
the cause of deterioration; if the cause is such as can be remedied by
the officer concerned, the supervising officer will send him a written
disciplinary warning; if that warning is ignored, disciplinary action
will be taken and the officer will be re-classified; if the warning is
heeded and the deterioration is made good, no action is required; if
the result of the investigation shows that the deterioration is due to no
fault of the officer concerned, the officer will not be reclassified but



should be put on to more suitable work.

(ii) Field Cards

The issue of field cards will be dealt with in the same way, except that as field
cards are comparable to "general" office cards they will continue to be used
until the surveyor concerned has proved himself consistently capable of doing
all types of cadastral survey likely to be issued to him with speed and
reliability.

(iii) Card Commments

(a) Supervising officers will NOT enter any comments on cards. They
will merely iniltial the card in the space hitherto used for their
comments.

(b) The draftsman, computer or surveyor etc. concerned may continue to
enter remarks in the space provided, as in the past.

(c) As cards will no longer show the comments of supervisors, it will not
be necessary for them to be countersigned subsequently by the
draftsmen etc. concerned.

(iv) Technical Comments

(a) There is a difference between technical comments, e.g. "Line work
varies in thickness, keep your pen clean and your ink freshly mixed
up", and disciplinary comments, e.g. "your persistent lateness in
arriving at work has made you take 5 days over a 3 days job".

(b) Every draftsman, surveyor, etc. will be issued with a book,which will
be part of his official equipment and which he will be required to keep
available for inspection by supervising officers at all times.

(c) Supervising officer will enter in these books, during the course of the
work or when the work is handed in or at other convenient times such
technical comments as may be necessary. The officer concerned will
thus have with him at all times a record of technical comments made
on his work.

(d) Technical comments should give praise where praise is due and
should at all times be instructive, i.e. not only should a fault be
pointed out, but the cure for it must be given too.

(e) Minor faults e.g. shapes of letters, should be pointed out and corrected
verbally in the course of the work. Only if they are persistetly
repeated should they become matter for written comment.

(f) Comment books will be retained for at least one year. Further



instructioins on their disposal will be issued in due course.

(g) It is realised that it will not always be possible for comments to be
entered at once into comment books, e.g. in the case of a District
Surveyor receiving completed field work by post from a distant
Surveyor. Comments should be written out and sent to the officer
concerned for inclusion in his comment book, in such cases, and the
suspervising officer will inspect the book and check that the entry has
been made as soon as posible.

(v) Disciplinary Comments

(a) Disciplinary comments will be the subject of memoranda. They will
deal with such matters as careless treatment of equipment, lateness or
absence from work, persistent idleness in office etc.

(b) These memoranda will be made out in triplicate, the original and
duplicate being sent to the officer concerned and the triplicate copy
being retained by the O.D., D.S. or C.S. as the case may be, serially
numbered in a Confidential file. The officer concerned will
acknowledge receipt by signing and returning the duplicate copy.

3. Chief Surveyors are requested to advice this Headquarters early as to the number of
comment books (probably about the size and capacity of a school exercise book) which
will be required in their divisions for an initial issue to all officers concerned.

4. It is proposed at this stage to print new cards, diaries, I.S. forms etc. nor it is necessary
to publish amendments to Regulations until experience has been gained in the
application for the above instructions.

5. It is, however, necessary to ensure that valuable statistical information, now appearing
only on cards, is not lost with the resultant increase of uncarded work. Officer on
uncarded work will, therefore, record on the I.S. form full costing details, e.g.

Svy.
Class Chains Lots Acres New

Marks. Refixations. Days.

101A 50 5 5 10 2 2
101D. 25 ( Connections) 1

75 5 5 10 2 3

and any special points about the work which should be recorded.

6. The contents of this Circular have been discussed with and agreed to by the Staff Side



of the Departmental Whitely Council.

L.S. HIMLEY
Surveyor General,
Malaya.

Dated: 21st. August, 1957.


